Doctor Who video quiz

Name__________________

1. What is the title of this episode?

2. How far in the future does the Doctor take Rose to see the Sun consume the Earth?

3. Why do you think that the special numbering system is in use to date that year?

4. How does the Doctor explain that the Sun hasn’t already consumed the Earth and that the continents appear the same 5 billion years from now as today?

5. Which of the 3 prohibited things on Platform 1 do you consider most dangerous and why?

6. What gift does the Doctor offer the other visitors to Platform 1?

7. Why would the visitors from the Forest of Cheem find this gift more special than the others?

8. Who is the last human?

9. What did she present as an iPod? How is this a commentary on history keeping its facts and interpretations straight across time?

10. What sex was the last human born as?

11. The last human had a parent born in the arctic desert. From your previous units describe what commentary is being made about the earth’s environment.

12. What region does the Doctor consider the most alien? Do you find it alien, why or why not?

13. What unsinkable ship did the Doctor sail own that left him clinging to an iceberg? Would you believe in any machine as infallible, why or why not?

14. How many plastic surgery operations did the last human have? Describe the commentary you think is being made about her addiction to plastic surgery? Can you relate it to any stars of today or yesterday?

15. Who is the artist singing the traditional mourning ballad?

16. What was the motive behind the murder mystery on Platform 1? Would you characterize it as a valid motive, why or why not?

17. How does the last human die? Was this an appropriate end?

18. What race is the Doctor the only survivor of and how did the Doctor’s planet die?

On a separate sheet of paper, if you had a TARDIS and could travel anywhere in time and/or space to where and/or when would you go and why? Justify your answer in at least 1 paragraphs.